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WORK EXPERIENCE
Capgemini
Software Engineer for Telco
❖ Fullstack developer for a CRM project in Deutsche Telekom – leading telecommunication company in EU

➢ onboarding Juniors to the project during their first month with the help of VSCode extension – CodeTour; providing them
with task implementation steps in a verbal form

➢ designing and building our front end web site & customer portal
➢ increasing the productivity of the team by 10-15% by delivering the Jira tasks on time and supporting the rest of the team
➢ writing clean code for the website’s functionality and appearance. I used clean code principles and techniques such as naming

conventions, modularization, refactoring, and commenting to make the code easier to read and understand
➢ making a comprehensive documentation for the website, explaining its features, architecture, and dependencies – I have

achieved this by using our local system that keeps documentation as well as utilising VSCode extension: Draw.io
➢ using various technologies such as Angular, PostgreSQL, Angular Material UI, and Java to create a responsive and

user-friendly website
➢ testing with JUnit4 and participating in peer code reviews to apply to best code practices and standards in enterprise

development
➢ collaborating with other fellow developers in daily stand-up meetings, where we reported on our completed tasks, provided

support and feedback to each other, and suggested ways to optimise the project’s performance
➢ communicating in English, Polish with the project manager and the client to ensure that the project milestones are adequate

and the website will meet their expectations

OTHER PROJECTS
WildRydes
▪ A comprehensive serverless website hosted in AWS

Tech Stack: Vue, AWS, API Gateway, DynamoDB
Hag Partner
▪ Developed and maintained a website for a business offering services to Uber Eats drivers in Poznan, Poland

Tech Stack: WordPress, Figma, CSS, HTML
Personal Blog Website
▪ Established a personal blog website for sharing tech ideas and insights

Tech Stack: WordPress, Figma, CSS, HTML, Elementor

SKILLS
Tech Stack: C/C++, Java, Spring, Quarkus, JDBC, REST, Java MVC, JPA, JUnit4, Docker, Angular, JS, TS, Git, AWS, PHP, Nginx
Other Technologies: SQL, CRUD; algorithms and data structures, object-oriented design; CSS, HTML; WordPress, Jira
State Management: Redux, NgRx
Methodologies: Agile/Scrum
Soft Skills: Problem Solving Team Collaboration, Strong Communication, Analytical Thinking
Languages: English and Polish – fluent and advanced respectively; Italian – conversational; Ukrainian and Russian – fluent

EDUCATION & CERTIFICATIONS
Adam Mickiewicz University
Bachelor of Computer Science in English (GPA 4.96/5)

Redwood High School (Visalia, California)
GPA 3.82/4
▪ Activities: played American football, Varsity; volunteered 100 hours across California; passed a week-long workshop about teaching

English in Washington D.C; camp supervisor at Outdoor School of Science and Conservation, California
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